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What is Supermetrics?

Supermetrics is the leading marketing data engine for effortless cross-channel data
crunching and reporting. With Supermetrics, marketers can independently get all of their
marketing data from different platforms to their favourite tools like Google Sheets,
Google Data Studio and various BI tools. Supermetrics is a no-code solution. No
programming skills or integration work is required. 

Supermetrics’ mission is to make actionable data better available for marketers, so that
they can analyse and report data freely across different sources in the unique ways they
need to. We believe, that in the world of growing amount of data, one-size-fits-all data
solutions are no longer relevant, and better access to data for non-technical
professionals is needed for meaningful data utilization.  



 
Quick facts and key numbers

Supermetrics was officially founded in 2013 but founder, Mikael Thuneberg, started
working on the product already in 2009 when working as a data analyst at Habbo
Hotel in Helsinki

 
Supermetrics turnover and revenue has grown from 600 000 euro in 2015 to over 6
million euro in 2018. MRR in July 2019 was just over 1,1 million euro, and ARR close
to 14 million euro.

 
Supermetrics has its headquarters in Helsinki, Finland, and an engineering office in
Lithuania. The company is in the process of opening a third office in the US - its
biggest market.   

 
The current team of 60 is constantly growing and is set to double within the next 6
months

 
Supermetrics has over 400 000 users in 120 countries around the world

 
25 billion euro worth of advertising spend is reported through Supermetrics every
year



Previously written about Supermetrics

Supermetrics for BigQuery product launched in April 2019:
 
https://marketingland.com/supermetrics-for-bigquery-launches-on-google-cloud-platform-marketplace-
259487 https://martechseries.com/sales-marketing/b2b-commerce/supermetrics-leverages-google-bigquery-offer-powerful-marketing-
tool/ 
 
https://techstartups.com/2019/04/11/google-cloud-platform-gets-native-supermetrics-bigquery-integration-empowering-multichannel-
marketers/ 
 
https://venturebeat.com/2019/04/10/supermetrics-turns-googles-bigquery-into-an-accessible-marketing-analytics-platform/ 

 

Supermetrics for Excel launch in January 2019:
https://ppc.land/supermetrics-for-excel-launched-today-bringing-all-marketing-metrics-into-excel/  

 

Supermetrics for Data Studio launched in September 2017:
https://marketingland.com/google-data-studio-third-party-data-connectors-223380 

 

Supermetrics funding round in November 2017:
https://martechseries.com/analytics/supermetrics-raises-e3-5m-series-funding/ 

 
https://www.eu-startups.com/2017/11/helsinki-based-supermetrics-raises-e3-5-million-to-globally-expand-with-
its-marketing-analytics-solution/ 
 

New Supermetrics office in Helsinki:
https://www.officelovin.com/2019/08/22/a-tour-of-supermetrics-cool-new-helsinki-office/



Relevant links

Launch blog post on Supermetrics.com:
https://supermetrics.com/blog/hubspot-connector
 
HubSpot’s partner page for Supermetrics:
https://www.hubspot.com/integrations/supermetrics-62784
 
Supermetrics’ HubSpot connector page:
https://supermetrics.com/integrations/hubspot
 
Supermetrics.com
https://supermetrics.com/
 

https://supermetrics.com/blog/hubspot-connector


Company story

Back in 2009 Mikael Thuneberg was a 29-year old MSc in political science working as a
web analyst at Habbo Hotel (now Habbo, owned by Sulake Corporation) - a popular
Helsinki based social media network predecessor. In his job, Mikael had to frequently
transfer data from Google Analytics to Excel, which meant a lot of crafty manual copy-
pasting and CSV imports he wanted to get rid of. He looked around for a solution and
ended up on a Google developer forum, but no functioning ready-made solution was
available. Mikael had no experience in coding, but he decided to give it a go and try to
build a script for himself.



“I am not a fan of manual repetitive work. I rather take a bit more time to figure out how to
automate something, than keep doing the work manually,” Thuneberg says. “I had been
writing scripts previously here and there in order to automate processes in my work. And
that is how I learned to code, solving one problem at a time, script by script.”  
 
At the same time, Google had just released its Analytics API, and was looking for a way to
connect Google Analytics to Excel. There was a T-shirt up for grabs for the person who
would come up with the best solution in the Google developer forum. Mikael shared his
work on the forum and ended up winning that T-shirt. 
 
(The discussion is still up on the forum:
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/google-analytics-data-export-
api/0TS3sqSYalMMikael is “MT”)

After sharing his solution, Mikael took his family to travel to Japan for a month. He
checked his Google Analytics account every now and then for website traffic, when all of
a sudden, there was a spike in new visitor traffic.



Turned out that Google had featured Mikael’s solution in its blog. 
https://analytics.googleblog.com/2009/08/analytics-data-in-excel-through-our-api.html
 
“The Simplest solution of them all” is how Google presented Mikael’s solution. This was in
August 2009. Just a few months later Mikael’s solution was featured in “Advanced Web
Metrics with Google Analytics”; a book by Brian Clifton
https://www.amazon.com/Advanced-Web-Metrics-Google-Analytics/dp/1118168445,
and of course, the famous “for Dummies” -book series, in this case, “Social Media Metrics
for Dummies” -book. 
 
Mikael started to receive inquiries. In the beginning, he was just helping businesses work
with his script and worksheet for free. His first reward for his work was a money clamp -
from a company, conveniently, called moneyclamp.com.  
 
“I didn’t even think about becoming an entrepreneur or setting up a business untill this
point. I had built the solution mainly for myself. I thought it was just cool that I was
contacted by Google and that I got to work with them. I thought that this could lead to a
job opportunity at most, certainly not a business opportunity,” Thuneberg remembers.
 
For a while, Mikael helped people for free, but as the inquiries kept coming in, in early
2010, he finally got himself a trade name. This is also when his Excel-solution got its first
official name: Google Analytics Data Grabber. “The Excel-solution was just a script. But
from this point onwards, I was seriously developing a scalable standardised product  and
building a business,” says Thuneberg.

https://www.amazon.com/Advanced-Web-Metrics-Google-Analytics/dp/1118168445


When Mikael launched Data Grabber in May 2010, it was priced at 49 dollars as a one-off
payment. “It didn’t take long for me to realize that this was not going to work. Customers
needed support after purchase as well, and I pretty quickly switched to a SaaS pricing
model,” says Thuneberg. 
 
“In the beginning, I didn’t have a proper billing system setup either and had to use PayPal.
When a customer made a payment an automated email was sent to them saying: “Your
licence will be activated in 24 hours”. It was still manual work for me, so back then, I
could not go anywhere without my laptop, and had to be available for activating licences
all the time,” laughs Mikael. 
 
Being cautious and having a family to support, Mikael kept a part-time job up until 2011.
He had switched from working at Habbo Hotel to T-media, a reputation research
company. “It wasn’t until 2012 that I supported myself and my family as an entrepreneur,”
says Thuneberg.
 
In 2012, Mikael was invited to the Google Analytics Partner Summit in California. It was
his first trip to the Google headquarters, and the first time he met Google’s team
members he’d been working with face to face. Still a one-man show with monthly revenue
around 10 000 euros, Mikael was the only technology partner invited to the event from
Europe – clearly, he’d done something right.



By 2013 Mikael’s business had grown so much it was time to transfer from a trade name
to a limited company. A lot of pondering went into deciding the name for the new
business. With some help from friends, Thuneberg decided to call his company
Supermetrics, and the company was registered 1.6.2013. The timing was good, as
Mikael’s business was about to take off. In June 2016, ARR had grown to 123 000 euro
from 42 000 euro 6 months earlier (Jan 2013), and MRR was at 10 000 euro per month
(3500 euro six months earlier Jan 2013). 
 
The cautious start of Supermetrics took a turn in the summer of 2013. Google was about
to launch an add-on gallery to its spreadsheet product, Google Sheets. This was to be a
game-changing turn for many companies and developers to whom Google Sheets now
became a viable platform for building products for rather than just sharing scripts with
everyone. “In Excel, I was able to secure my scripts with a password, but in Google
Sheets, I couldn’t. So there was no business opportunity there before Add-on Gallery,”
explains Thuneberg. 
 
Sure enough, in the summer of 2013, Thuneberg's phone rang, and a Skype call was
arranged between him and Google’s app script team. They liked the work Mikael had
done with Excel and Data Grabber and wanted to see if Mikael would be interested in
building an add-on for Sheets as well. At first, Mikael was not interested. He didn’t think
anyone would be willing to pay for an add-on when Sheets itself was free to use. The app
script team at Google, however, did not give up that easily, and after some subtle
persuasion, they managed to turn Mikael’s head and he decided to give it a go. That
turned out to be a good decision.



It took some time for Google to be able to launch the add-on Gallery, so it was not until
March 2014, that Mikael’s Google Sheets connector was finally out and available for
Google Sheets users. “Google actually asked me to build a connector to Google Docs
instead of Sheets meanwhile,” laughs Mikael. “I did build it, and it still exists, but of course
we direct people to use Sheets instead.” 
 
Supermetrics for Google Sheets was the first ever add-on to connect non-google
marketing channels to Sheets. Over the years, Mikael’s Excel solution had expanded from
connecting Google Analytics to Excel to other connectors as well. “I had added Facebook
insights, Google AdWords and Bing ads already by the end of 2011 because it was what
my customers had requested more and more,” says Mikael. These connectors were now
also available for Google Sheets.  
 
At first “Supermetrics for Google Sheets” add-on was free to use. “It was partially
because I felt like some key elements were still missing from the product, and partially
because I wanted to get a good user base for the connector from the get-go in order to
take over the market, and to get as much user feedback I could right from the start,”
explains Mikael. “The Excel business I already had cover for the costs of the Google
Sheets add-on at this stage.” 
 
This turned out to be a good strategy, and Supermetrics for Google Sheets started getting
users from the start. It took just a few days to reach 1000 users, and the add-on kept
producing 300 - 500 new started trials every week. “Supermetrics for Google Sheets
became very highly rated in the Add-on Gallery, and that helped us gain new users every
day,” remembers Mikael.



Some 8 months later, in November 2014, Mikael was ready to start charging for the add-
on. “I wanted to have an automated refreshing of the metrics available as well as the
capability to share reports via email,” explains Mikael. “Pricing was obviously hard to
figure out, and we have corrected it many times since the launch,” he adds. 
 
Supermetrics for Google Sheets was priced at roughly 30 euro per month back then. At
this point, 500 to 1000 new trials were started every week, and by the year end,
Supermetrics MRR had grown to 25 000 euro and ARR was at roughly 300 000 euro.  

Coming into 2015, it was time to start thinking about hiring help. “I wanted to add more
connectors to a wider range of marketing platforms, and I needed help in keeping my
products running. It was very stressful being the only person constantly on standby in
case any technical issues emerge,” says Mikael. 
 
“Also not being a professional developer, there were lots of areas where my skills were
very limited.” In May 2015 Thuneberg finally hired his first employee: a developer named
Clinton. At this point, MRR was just over 40 000 euro, and Supermetrics had two
products: Data Grabber for Excel, and the add-on for Google Sheets. 



From here, Supermetrics started to grow very fast. Revenue grew from 263 000 euros in
2014 to 625 000 in 2015. MRR In December 2015 had doubled YoY to 59 000 euro. “I
hired a couple of developers at first, and then a growth hacker,” Says Mikael. The growth
hacker was Zhao Hanbo, who today leads marketing and business development at
Supermetrics. “I met Zhao at Slush, but I met so many people I did not remember him
when he called me after Slush. He wanted to meet and suggested that he could join
Supermetrics as a growth hacker. I didn’t know what a growth hacker is, and to be honest,
even he looked a bit confused when I asked him,” Mikael laughs. “Zhao managed to sell
himself to me, but I was a bit sceptical about this growth hacking, so we actually did a
temporary contract in the beginning,” Mikael remembers. “At the end of 2016, I hired the
first customer support person”.  
 
After years of doing everything by himself, Mikael had to learn to trust his team and let
them do their jobs. “I still remember the first time I was not invited to an internal meeting.
The team was sitting there in the meeting room without me. I was like what the heck,
what is happening here and why was I not invited,” laughs Thuneberg. “It felt weird”. The
MRR in December 2016 was 148 000 euro, which meant 150% growth YoY. 
 
The development of the next hugely popular Supermetrics product was set in motion in
March 2017, when Google contacted Mikael again. Google had made its data
visualisation product Google Data Studio available for everyone for free and was looking
to make more data sources available for its users. Many people Mikael had worked with
before were now working in the Data studio team at Google. They knew Mikael, liked his
work, and wanted him to see if he could build connectors to Google Data Studio as well.
Just like before, Supermetrics would be the first tool connecting external marketing data
sources to Google Data Studio. This time Mikael did not hesitate.
 
In August 2017 Supermetrics for Data Studio -product was published, and just like
Supermetrics for Google Sheets in 2014, Supermetrics for Data Studio took off
immediately. Supermetrics for Data studio went from 130 euro MRR to just under 50 000
euro MRR in just a few months. At the company level, the year 2017 ended with a record
ARR of 3,7 million euro and MRR of just over 300 000 euro.  
 
 



In November 2017, Supermetrics announced it had successfully closed series A financing
round led by OpenOcean Capital. Supermetrics was, and still is, an exceptional growth
company due to its fast organic growth and exceptionally good profit margin (63% in
2016). It did not need funding. 
 
“The funding gave us additional resources to accelerate technology and product
innovation and to expand quickly into new markets. But the main reason for this funding
round was to get onboard experienced and skilled people to guide us at a strategic level,
help us expand to new markets, open doors and help in hiring” explains Mikael. 
 
OpenOcean is founded by the people behind MySQL, the world’s leading open source
database company sold to Sun Microsystems in 2008.  No additional funding rounds
have been executed since, but Mikael has brought onboard experienced people from
relevant industries as private investors. This spring former Qlik CEO Lars Björk, and
Nielsen executive Andrew Somosi joined Supermetrics as advisors and investors.



Supermetrics for Data Studio and Supermetrics for Google Sheets continue to be the
most popular products of the company, and they keep producing a steeply growing MRR
curve month after month. The products have been improved by adding new connectors
for a wider selection of marketing data sources. “We have been focusing on data sources
that are relevant to today’s data-driven marketers. The key value is to make data better
available for marketers, and that is how we differentiate from other connector providers:
we want to get our customers all the data, not just some of it. So for us, it is quality over
quantity. With others, you get a little data from many sources. With Supermetrics, you get
a lot of data from selected sources,” explains Mikael.  

At the end of 2018, Supermetrics had roughly 30 employees and an MRR of 427 000 euro.
2019 has so far been a period of accelerated growth. Over 30 people have been hired
since, the headquarters moved to a new lavish office in Helsinki city centre, and an
engineering office was opened in Lithuania. An office in New York will be opened before
the end of the year, and Mikael is looking to hire another 40 to 50 people in 2019.  
 
“We were looking to open an engineering office somewhere where developers are better
available. We're still doing most of the development in Helsinki and are expanding that
team there too, but due to the shortage of developers in Helsinki, we opened the Vilnius
office to be able to expand faster,” says Mikael. “New York will start off with a sales team
and customer service. The US is our main market, and we want to be present there in the
right time zone, meeting people face to face,” he continues.



In May 2019 Supermetrics opened a whole new market launching its no-code marketing
data warehouse solution, Supermetrics for BigQuery. With the new product, marketers
can now set up their own marketing data warehouse without any programming skills.
They can connect their data sources to Google BigQuery with just a few clicks, and
extract data from BigQuery in marketer friendly format. 
 
“It is all about making data better available. The other side of the coin is user-friendly data
transfer: our customers can collect and combine data from a wide selection of data
sources with just a few clicks – no engineering needed. The other side of the coin, an
equally important one - is that with Supermetrics, customers can get that data to the tools
they prefer, like and are used to working with. No need to integrate and learn a new
platform: Supermetrics works within the tools our customers already use,” explains
Thuneberg.  
 
In June 2019, Supermetrics announced its financial results for 2018. The company had
grown its ARR from 3,3 million to 8,8 million euro from 2017 to 2018. This was done with
a profit margin of 35%. Total revenue grew from 2,2 million euro to 6,2 million euro YoY.
Supermetrics is set to hit 20 million euro ARR by the end of this year.




